Canon 60D Quick Guide

After turning the camera on (power switch is at the top left of the back of the camera), turn the Mode Dial to ▼.

Press the **Menu Button** to see the Menu Settings.
Use the **Main Dial** to choose the tab, and the **Quick Control Dial** to scroll through the menu options

In the **first tab**, set
- Movie exposure to **MANUAL**
- AF mode to **LIVE mode**
- Enable AF w/shutter for Movie Mode
- AF and metering button leave at 0
- ISO speed settings to **1/3-stop**
- **Disable Highlight tone priority**

In the **second tab**, set
- Movie Move rec. size to **1920 x 1080/24**
- Sound recording to **Manual**
- Silent Shooting can be left in **Mode 1**
- Metering Timer at **16 sec.**
- Grid Display can be turned **On or Off** to your preference, as a composition guide

In the **third tab**, set
- Exposure comp.to **0**
- Auto Lighting Optimizer to **Disable**
- Picture Style to **Standard**
- White Balance to **AWB, or to the exact setting if known, such as Daylight**
- **Custom White Balance is not applicable if White Balance has been selected**

**On-Camera Settings: Shutter Speed, Exposure & ISO**

1. Turn the **Main Dial** to select your **shutter speed**. For a normal motion blur look, it should be twice that of your selected frame rate. If your frame rate is 24fps, select a shutter speed of 50

2. Turn the **Quick Control Dial** to select your **exposure**

3. Press the **ISO Button** and then use the **Main Dial** to select your **ISO setting**

For **Auto Focusing**, set the lens to **AF** and depress the Shutter Button briefly to allow the lens to focus on a selected area.

For **Manual Focusing**, make sure the lens is set to **MF** and use the focus ring on the lens itself.

Video or still images can be reviewed by pressing the **Playback Button** located at the bottom right of the LED screen. You can scroll through files using the **Main Dial**.

Press the **Playback Button** again to return to regular filming mode.